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VOLUNTEERS COORDINATOR FORUM
UTILISING DIGITAL CONTENT IN THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR
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What do we
want to
achieve
today?
Explore how a digital content
strategy can be used to engage
and recruit volunteers

Thought starter:
Are you currently producing digital
content? What are you doing and
3
3where?

1. An overview of digital tools:

2. An overview of the Content Production process
Research

Strategy

Production

Distribution

Why use social media?
Social media is one of the most effective communication channels, it’s also a free recruitment tool when used
correctly!
• Social media is for EVERYONE and is a place to be
yourself. There are billions of users world wide and
there are a variety of channels to choose from.
• You have the ability to build a virtual community for
your volunteers; organisations can build relationships
with their audience in real time.
• Social can be informal and conversational, allowing
your organisation to build a personality.
• Charities who share good content are able to reach
hundreds of people, meaning they can scale up
communications at little cost.
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Channel profiles
Facebook
A place for sharing experiences
and deeper story telling.

Twitter
A place for rapid sharing of info,
topical stories and events of a
positive & negative nature.

Instagram
A place for creativity & discovery.
A unique visual perspective of the
world.

-

-

-

-

60% of the UK population is on Facebook
(31m monthly active UK users)
Mobile orientated

25-44 yr (51%)
1.7bn (31m UK) users
Gender m/f 38:61
Feel better
Large female ratio which offers the best
audience size but to succeed you have to
stand out and engage. Creative and ad unit
selection is important.

15 million UK users (25% of internet users)
Most popular with the under 50s and skews
slightly towards females and
urban/suburban areas
Mobile orientated

Ave: 27 yr
320m (10m UK) users
Gender m/f 24:21
Inform and news
Only male majority channel, flexible for
content subject, but this must be informative
or topical

-

14 million monthly active UK users
Heavily skewed towards females
More than half of online adults ages 18 to
29 use Instagram
Access via app

16-24 yr (41%)
400m users
Gender m/f 22:29
Inspire
Youngest audience opportunity where the
creative asset is number one and the copy
mostly important for hashtag discovery.

Channel profiles continued
Snapchat
A place for transient, visual, fun
content. Serious not welcome.

LinkedIn
A place for creating relationships,
inspiring others with thought
leadership and corp rep building.

-

-

-

More than half of users are under 35
71% of the apps users are under 45, 65%
of those users contribute content, resulting
in an engaged platform
Slight female skew

Great to target young audiences and
experiment with new content.

Delight

The foremost B2B social network
20 m UK users, 21% under 35
Good platform for long form content, the
average user spends 17 minutes per month
on the site.

Ave: 44 yr
450m (10m UK) users
Gender m/f 27:28
Reputational
Professional audience who expect
professional content displaying the values
and raising the company image

Owned spaces
Don’t forget your own digital realestate!

Intranet
Website
Blogs

RESEARCH
WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHY, WHEN
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Research

TASK: Identifying audiences and their needs
Defining your audience:
Defining your audience:
Who are they?
What do we think we know?
 What subjects are of interest to them, what are they
passionate about?
 What are their preferred social platforms?
 Are they age or gender specific?
 What other brands/organisations might they follow?
 Any other key facts you may already know about
them?

Volunteering
Charity
Community
Work experience
Personal experience

Research

TASK: Expand on your findings
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What are my key audience insights?

What platform or content will meet their needs?

Who are my competitors and how can we
differentiate and improve?

Which keywords will perform best?
Consider #hashtags

Research

Conduct an audit to set a benchmark:
•
•
•

Each piece of content you produce should have an objective!
Use publicly available data to measure your current social media metrics and set a standard.
Collaborate and create guidelines to measure ROI.

Traffic driving
Websites with social media presence
experience over 50% more traffic than those
without.

Followership and social reach
If you’re starting from scratch, reach out to
your database and build a network of
authentic followers.

Frequency of posts & engagement
Get to know your channels, make each post
count and aim for an ‘always on’ approach.

Don’t stop here, use this as a starting point to determine the right KPI’s for you!
Remember, you don’t have to be on every social media platform under the sun. Chose
platforms that suit your audience and create content to suit them.
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STRATEGY
WHAT DO WE WANT TO ACHIEVE?
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Strategy

Content purpose
Make sure you get the basics right first before you put your digital
strategy into practise.
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Engage

Inform

Recruit

• Visuals and
shareable
content:
images, gifs,
videos
• Inspirational
• Ask questions
• Humour
• News

• Share your
news
• Educate: your
knowledge is
valuable!
• Events
• Case studies:
leverage
stories and
tap into
emotion
• Blogs
• Share others’
content

• Share links to
volunteer
opportunities
• Talk about
your industry
• Use statistics

Engage
Inform
Recruit

Strategy

Social media trends of 2017
1. Facebook is very quickly becoming a video-centric platform.
Facebook are forecasting that the platform’s News Feed will be
mostly video within half-decade.
2.

INSTAGRAM! User engagement with brands is currently 10 times
higher than on Facebook and 54 times higher than on Twitter.

3.

GIFs and emojis bring more personality to how individuals express
themselves. Very shareable content.

4.

Social storytelling is becoming more informal. It’s increasingly more
normal for brands to be active on mediums like Snapchat,
Instagram Stories and Facebook Live.

5.

Users are gaining control of their own social user experience.
Platforms are giving users better control over how their feeds offer
content.

6.

Sharing isn’t being ‘shared’ with the public as much. Users are
tending to use Snapchat or messaging applications to share
content meaning 70% of online shares are on dark social (can’t be
tracked).
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Source: http://www.adweek.com/digital/nicole-teeters-wire-stone-guest-post-10-social-mediatrends-2017/

Strategy

What can we learn from
others?
Common themes in high quality content


Appealing imagery



Engaging videos (especially with auto play)



Clear call to actions



Higher engagement through question-led pieces



Give the audience something tangible




A link doesn’t always suffice – think about
accompanying media



Engage with your audience, post in real-time
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Strategy

Planning your content
For all planned content, a content calendar is your best friend!

Excel sheet

Social media management tools

A basic excel sheet is a great start for a content
calendar. You can collaborate with colleagues by
always having the most recent version. Flag key
seasonal events and other business needs.

There are a range of planning tools on the market which
can assist you with creating and publishing content as
well as analytics and reporting. Some offer free basic
plans to get you started!
Review them here.
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PRODUCTION
CREATING EXCELLENT CONTENT
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“SOCIAL MEDIA IS DESIGNED FOR TWO-WAY
CONVERSATION, AND THAT’S WHEN IT IS MOST
POWERFUL.”
CHARA ODHNER, CHARITY: WATER
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Production

Tone of voice
Tone of voice principles
Decide on your tone of voice! Although every piece of communication is different, your approach must be consistent.
This is the EDF Energy structure, based on four tone-of-voice principles:

EMPATHY

CLARITY

We show that we see
things from the other
person’s point of view.

We explain things in
simple, everyday
language.
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CANDOU
R

We’re open and
honest about why
things are as they
are.

ACTION

We outline what
we’re doing to make
things better in future.

Production

Creating social specific content
The perfect social media post has a few components:

•

Think mobile first – how do you find reading content on your phone?

•

Think about the purpose of your post – educate, inspire or inform

•

Shorter content works better than longer form – aim for 130 characters and
avoid truncation

•

Create space for dialogue – ask a question or give a (non-controversial) opinion

•

Join conversations using relevant hashtags – use hashtagify to seek alternate hashtags

•

Create a journey – a call to action or direction to more info (make these trackable)

•

Arresting or inspiring media – images, gifs, videos – is a must! No photo no posto…..
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Production

Creating the perfect photo
Lighting - Framing & Composition – Background – Camera Angle
•

Ensure the space is well lit – give it your own brand personality

•

Think carefully about where you want the focus of the photo to be

•

Consider what’s around the environment – remove bins, stray coats, water bottles etc

•

Consider whether you can integrate any branding from the surrounding environment

•

Ask consent to take photos of minors and document where possible

•

Capture photos in landscape unless you specifically need them portrait in which case centre the subject

•

Use the rule of thirds - divide the image in your mind and position subjects in the left or right third of the image

•

Think about the angle – front on – from the side – above or below – what do you want to show?

•

Mobile phone captured shots can suffice, along as you follow the
key principles above and know when a high quality image is more
suitable
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Production

Your digital estate
Your website is a comms channel. It will often be the first place people look before
directly making contact with you. Your website is still the heart of your digital
strategy so make sure your volunteering opportunities are present.
For example, our visitor centres pages are an extension of our physical
centres. We ask ourselves the following:
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Does your content support your objectives?
Who are you target audiences?
Is the content up-to-date?
How is it performing?
What could be improved?
Are there opportunities to leverage existing content e.g.
linking to other relevant pages on .com

Production

Social hints and tips
Build this list out as your go. What else can your learn?

Facebook – video content is prioritised in the newsfeed. Uploading direct can have a greater impact. Post with
links get more engagement than images-only.
Facebook – 80% of people watch videos in silence on Facebook. Think carefully when planning your video:
focus on arresting visual elements, think about adding text captions. Think Buzzfeed’s Tasty guides or Netflix’s
subtitled trailers
Twitter - if you are @mentioning someone at the start of a tweet, include a . before the @ so the tweet it is
public

Twitter - uploading videos direct to the platform outperforms use of YouTube links
Instagram – upload videos of between 3 - 60 seconds. Avoid topping with logos, you only have seconds to
capture attention and a corporate logo doesn’t scream WATCH ME
Instagram – the subject of any image needs to be squarely composed but for the best effect allow the subject to
take up no more than two thirds of the image
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Production

Creating assets
Here’s a list of free tools you can access online to help create your assets

•

befunky.com online photo editor

•

Giphy.com endless entertainment and access to a whole library of GIFs

•

Canva.com create social media graphics, social headers, blog graphics (the list is
long!)

•

Thinglink.com clickable infographics *free trial available

•

Googlefonts.com Google has a directory of 600 free fonts ready to use and download

•

Google docs – free web-based application in which documents and spreadsheets can
be created, edited and stored online.
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DISTRIBUTION
GETTING THE MESSAGE OUT THERE
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Distribution

Paid: introduction
Organic reach of content is very low, in order for your audience to see your messages you have to think about
distribution… and you can guarantee impressions of your content with paid.

Start with these simple
three questions

1.Who is my
perfect
audience?

2.What is my
budget?

3.What type of
content do I
need?
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Filters can cost
as little as

£5

Task
• In groups, select a volunteer position that you are currently trying
to fill.
• You can make one up if you’re struggling!
• Create a social post for that piece of content; using things we’re
learn in the session consider the following:
- Choose your audience
- Decide on the most relevant channel
- What sort of asset would you like to use?
- How you will distribute this content?
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Visitor Centre's - content production – PROTECT PROPRIETARY – Generation

For more information, contact
Maddie Moralee, Digital Communications Coordinator
Maddie.Moralee@edfenergy.com
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